The question whether excess electrons in SrTiO3 form free or trapped carriers is a crucial aspect for the electronic properties of this important material. This fundamental ambiguity prevents a consistent interpretation of the puzzling experimental situation, where results support one or the other scenario depending on the type of experiment that is conducted. Using density functional theory corrected with an on-site Coulomb interaction U, it is established that excess electrons form small polarons if the electron density is higher than ≈ 1 %. For densities below this critical value, the electrons stay delocalized or become large polarons. Our modeling of oxygen deficient SrTiO3 provides an alternative picture with respect to previous theoretical studies endowing firm evidence for the observed, temperature-driven metal-insulator transition in samples with homogeneously distributed oxygen vacancies. Small polarons confined to Ti 3+ sites are immobile at low temperature but can be thermally activated into a conductive state.
Strontium Titanate is a key material in the emerging field of oxide electronics. It exhibits many attractive properties such as superconductivity [1] , ferromagnetism [2, 3] , high thermoelectric coefficients [4] , blue and green light emission [5] , and two dimensional electron gas [6, 7] . All these phenomena arise when a small number of electrons are introduced into the lattice. The characteristics and mobility of excess electrons is strongly determined by their interaction with the lattice through electron-phonon coupling. One of the manifestations of the electronphonon interaction is the formation of a polaron, a quasiparticle formed by the excess electron and its self-induced structural deformations [8] . Depending on the spatial extent of the polaronic wavefunction and associated structural distortions two types of polarons can be identified: in the small polaron model the range of the distortion is of the order of the lattice constant, whereas in the large polaron the wavefunction spreads over several lattice sites and exhibits a more free-carrier-like behavior. Large polarons show a mobility inversely proportional to the number of longitudinal optical phonons. In contrast, small polarons form highly localized in-gap states and can hop to adjacent lattice sites when thermally activated [9] .
Experimental information on the role of polarons in SrTiO 3 is abundant, yet controversial [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The key question is whether it is a large or a small polaron that is formed. Excess electrons introduced by doping or by oxygen defects have been identified as large polarons in transport measurements and optical spectroscopies [10, 11] . The validity of this picture is supported by recent angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy data [12] . Pump-probe spectroscopy in lightly photoexcited SrTiO 3 suggested that itinerant electron polarons are the origin of diffusive lattice distortions [13] . However, the large polaron model cannot explain the in-gap bulk states in the conductive phase revealed in photoemission spectroscopy [19] [20] [21] [22] . Instead, these highly localized states are attributable to small polarons trapped in bulk sites. This interpretation is reinforced by the recent observation that photoexcited electrons relax into self-trapped polaron states [13, 17] . Electron trapping has been also invoked to explain the metal-insulator transition (MIT) in SrTiO 3−δ thin films [15] and single crystals [16] . To complicate the situation even further, there are indications that excess electron localized in trapped states can coexists with free carriers [11, 14, 18, 23] . Although a coherent consensus on the type of carriers responsible for the electronic and transport properties of SrTiO 3 is still missing, all these recent experiments have sparked a revival of an animated debate and provide a rich and stimulating playground for theory.
A computational perspective may afford valuable insights that are complementary to experiments. Studies based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) +U, hybrid-DFT and model Hamiltonias suggest that the two additional electrons donated by a single oxygen vacancy V O induce one singly-occupied in-gap state mostly localized at the Ti atoms near the V O , and one state delocalized in the conduction band [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . This conclusion successfully clarifies transport and optical properties in reduced SrTiO 3 , but is inconsistent with the observed V O -induced MIT [15] , because the predicted free carriers would be mobile even at low temperature.
The present study aims to provide a unified and coherent explanation of the role of excess electrons in SrTiO 3 . In particular it investigates the conditions under which localized and free-electron-like states can form, coexist and propagate. Our analysis indicates that an insulating, small polaron regime is established if the carrier density n is higher than a ciritial value (≈ 1%). Below this critical density, the excess electrons will be delocalized or form large polarons, leading to a metallic solution with-out in-gap states, in nice agreement with experiment. Moreover, we provide theoretical evidence that the two excess electrons donated by V O form two self-trapped electrons, which become mobile if thermally activated, thus supporting the temperature-driven MIT observed in reduced SrTiO 3 [15] .
Methods. For our calculations we adopted spinpolarized DFT+U within the gradient-corrected PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [29] using the VASP [30] . A value of U = 4.5 eV was applied to the d states of Ti, in line with previous DFT+U studies [24, 26, 31] . We considered the cubic phase of SrTiO 3 and the lattice constant was set to the optimized PBE value (a = 3.945 A). To mimic substitutional (Ti/Nb) doping and V O s we employed an N × N × N supercell (SC) with N = 3, 4, 5, and 6 (up to 1080 atoms). For each SC all atomic positions were relaxed until the residual force on each atom was less than 0.02 eV/Å. We verified that the results were converged with respect to the energy cutoff (400 eV) and number of k-points (12×12×12 with respect to the primitive cubic cell). We obtained an electronic gap of 2.5 eV, in agreement with previous DFT+U data [31] . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of small polaron hopping in SrTiO 3−δ with δ ≈ 0.0025 were performed at simulated temperatures ranging from 700 K to 1000 K for 5 ps with a time step of 1 fs.
Nb-doping. The substitution of one Ti with one Nb in an N=3 SC, corresponding to an electron density n of 6 × 10 20 cm −3 , establishes a non-conducting state with a rather sharp peak at about 0.80 eV below the conduction band minimum (CBM, see Fig. 1 ), in line with the experimental values of 1.0 -1.5 eV [17, [19] [20] [21] [22] (the difference reflects the DFT+U underestimate of the bandgap by about 0.7 eV). From an analysis of the charge character we infer that this state locates almost completely on one distinct Ti atom, and gives rise to a d 1 xy configuration with a magnetic moment of about 0.9 µ B . Consequentially, the Ti atom is reduced to Ti 3+ . The electron trapping is accompanied by local structural deformations manifested by the elongation of the Ti-O bond lengths in the Ti 3+ O 6 octahedron by about 0.05Å. This is the typical fingerprint of a small polaron.
By inspecting the energy difference between the localized solution and the delocalized, free-electron solution we found a polaron formation energy of 57 meV, which is indicative of the stability of the small polaron. Considering that SrTiO 3 undergoes an antiferrodistortive (AFD) deformation at about 110 K [32] we conjecture that this structural flexibility may facilitate and further stabilize the formation of the small polaron.
A key parameter, which has been largely overlooked in previous theoretical studies, is the role of the carrier density. To clarify this issue, we have performed analogous calculations using larger SCs, thus varying the doping concentration x from x=3.7% (N=3, n=6×10 20 cm −3 ) to x=0.5 % (N=6, n=7×10
19 cm −3 ). We find that the polaron formation energy is sensitive to the carrier density, see Fig. 1(c) . The stability of the small polaron decreases as the carrier density decreases. For N=6 it eventually becomes negative, indicating that the excess electron is prone to delocalization over the entire SC, or to create a large polaron.
This behavior is explained by analyzing the energy balance involved in the electron trapping process. The stability of the small polaron is determined by the competition between the energy required to distort the lattice E ST , and the electronic energy gained by localizing the excess electron at a specific Ti site E EL . The small polaron is stable when |E EL | > |E ST |. E ST does not depend on the carrier density, but may depend on the presence of the dopant (Nb). Indeed, we found that selftrapping in a perfect (defect free) lattice is unstable, indicating that the injection of a dopant provides the crystal with the structural flexibility (i.e., small E ST ) needed to accommodate an electron in a locally distorted Ti 3+ site close to the Nb impurity. We have verified that the stability of a polaron decreases by increasing the Ti 3+ -Nb distance and that the small polaron solution become unstable for Ti sites far from the Nb dopant. This suggests that a critical dopant concentration is necessary to activate electron-trapping: without the dopant, excess electrons prefer to behave like free-carriers.
On the other hand, E EL may also depend on n, through electronic correlation. The repulsion among the V O induced extra electrons is expected to get weaker at low concentration, attenuating the attraction between the excess electron and the positively charge Nb center. Although small, this effect may become relevant for cases in which the polaron energy is very small (E ST ≈ E EL ).
Thus, in the limit of low concentration, E ST becomes larger then E EL , the polaron solution unstable and the excess electron begin to delocalize. It is extremely challenging to accurately describe delocalized large polarons from first principles. By incorporating many-body effects in Fröhlich's large polaron Hamiltonian [8] , Devreese et al. [11] have computed the optical conductivity in SrTiO 3 for different n and found the best agreement with experiment for n = 3.4×10
19 cm −3 , a value very similar to our computed transition carrier density (Fig. 1(c) ). Inserting the characteristic electron-phonon coupling constant [11] and the characteristic longitudinal optical phonon frequency [33] in the Fröhlich's model, we obtain a spatial extension of the large polaron in SrTiO 3 of 9-19Å, i.e., 3-5 unit cells.
Our findings resolve puzzling and apparently conflicting results observed in Nb-doped SrTiO 3 . First, the unusually narrow Drude feature for carrier concentrations between 0.1% and 2% per unit cell [10] , can be understood by the large polaron model, in line with our calculations for a small carrier density (x < 1%). Second, the in-gap states detected by photoemission spectroscopy in lightly-doped sample (1% < x < 5%), suggest a semiconducting regime [20] , in excellent agreement with our small polaron picture. At the edge of the transition from localized to free-carrier, where the formation energy of small polarons is very small, the thermal excitation is high enough to surmount it, resulting into a situation where the trapped and mobile electrons can coexist in the system. This picture can explain the existence of in-gap states in the conductive phase measured by photoemission spectroscopy studies [19] [20] [21] [22] , and can be rationalized in terms of an inhomogeneous distribution of impurities or defects as suggested in experimental works [34, 35] .
Oxygen vacancies. To mimic the reduced sample we employed a 5×5×5 SC. Since one V O gives rise to two excess electrons, the resulting carrier density is already sufficient for sustaining the formation of small polarons, as established in the section on Nb-doping. Previous computational analysis indicates that one V O induces a singly-occupied in-gap state, and donates one free carrier to the conduction band. We label this mixed localized/free-carrier polaron configuration P1 [24] [25] [26] [27] . The corresponding charge density isosurface is plotted in Fig. 2 .
Based on a systematic search of several configurations we have identified three other polaron patterns (P2, P3, and P4, Fig. 2 ) with a low polaron formation energy. All of them have an insulating density of states with polaron peaks between 0.8 and 1.1 eV below the CBM. The polaron topologies of the various configurations differ in distance between the polaron and the V O , as depicted In the P1 polaron configuration, considered to be the ground state in previous DFT+U studies [24] [25] [26] [27] , one electron is selftrapped near the VO, while the other one is delocalized. For each polaronic configuration (P1-P4) the relative energy with respect to the P1 phase is given (in meV). The most stable polaron solution is P3. The two small polarons (high spin density) are labelled Pol1 and Pol3.
in Fig. 2 . The most stable configuration is P3, with one polaron anchored near V O and the second one localized in a Ti 3+ site ≈ 8Å away from V O . P4 is by 250 meV more favorable then P1. Different from previous calculations, all polaron states display a d xy distribution instead of d z 2 .
From a structural point of view, removal of a single O atoms makes the nearest-neighbor (NN) Ti (two) and Sr (four) atoms move away from the vacant site, while the eight NN oxygen atoms relax toward the vacancy site, as already noted in Refs. [36, 37] . In addition, the TiO 6 octahedron is subjected to AFD like rotations [26, 38] . These structural changes occur irrespective of the polaronic configurations, and the lattice relaxes similarly to the Nb-doped case. We emphasize that a proper treatment of local structural relaxations within a large unit cell is of primary importance for achieving a localized solution.
Thus, a key element of our results is that the excess electrons induced by V O do not form a mixed state of free and trapped carriers, as suggested by previous theoretical studies, but rather a "double polaron" picture with two trapped electrons in distinct Ti 3+ sites, provided that the carrier density condition is satisfied. Now, how can this scenario explain the MIT observed From the T=700 K and T=1000 K results in Fig. 3 we infer that one of the polarons stays bound to the V O forming a complex [39] . This polaron gives rise to an optical absorption peak at about 0.8 eV below the CBM (see P3 DOS in Fig. 2 ), whereas the second one can easily hop to other sites, contributing to electrical conductivity. This polaron forms a peak at 1.1 eV below the CBM (see P3 DOS in Fig. 2 ). The oxygen vacancy does not undergo any diffusion during the MD run, it stays fixed at its original position.
The mobility increases with increasing temperature. At 1000 K we register 36 polaron migrations in 5 ps. MD finds several other polaron topologies, with many minima close together on the potential energy landscape. The P3 pattern remains the most favorable one (≈ 65 % of the time), followed by P2 (≈ 20 %) and P4 (≈ 10 %). Importantly, MD never leads to a mixed localized/free-carrier P1-like configuration, although a degree of delocalization naturally emerges in the transition state from one minimum to the next one. The various minima could be populated at finite temperatures. Employing a simple Arrhenius equation, an activation energy of approximately 150 meV is estimated. [40] In order to assess the minimum energy barrier for small polaron hopping, we have investigated an abbreviated version of this process through the climbing image nudged-elastic band method [41] , using a 3 × 3 × 3 SC. We obtained migration barriers of 204 meV, 177 meV and 176 meV for small polaron hopping along the [100], [110] and [111] directions, respectively, in agreement with the value derived from the MD runs.
Our MD results are provide a sound interpretation of the temperature-driven MIT in reduced SrTiO 3 : at high temperature the electrons exhibit hopping mobility, but once the temperature decreases, they will get trapped in polaron levels [15] .
Finally, we would like to mention that we did not find any significant energy difference between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagentic arrangement of the trapped electrons. Hence, the hypothesis that V O s are the cause of the observed ferromagnetism in SrTiO 3 deserves further investigation [42] .
In summary, DFT+U calculations in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulations provide insights into the behavior of excess electrons in SrTiO 3 . We predict that small polarons can be formed in Nb-doped SrTiO 3 , as long as the carrier density is higher than ≈ 1%, giving rise to semiconducting behavior with in-gap states. Below this critical density, the electrons will be delocalized in a conductive state. Our findings reconcile conflicting experimental data and elucidates the fundamental basis of the debate. Our account of the oxygen defective SrTiO 3 revisits previous theoretical results and leads to a unified and consistent explanation of the measured data: at low temperature the excess electrons are confined in Ti 3+ sites and become mobile when thermally activated. This work was supported by the ERC Advanced Research Grant 'OxideSurfaces', and by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) project F45.
